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Binge Culture : Diets : Dystopia

From 5:2 diets and splurging and saving to bingeing on box sets
before embarking on a digital detox, consumers are making sense
of their lives by oscillating between extremes.
Retail, fashion and food brands are
capitalising on this polarised behaviour
and employing new strategies to position
themselves as a destination of choice.

What this means to your brand
Extremes are the new moderation model –
consumers want to work hard, play hard and push
the boundaries. Retailers need to respond with
polarised and flexible stores that meet their
changing demands.
Balance pleasure and pain, and challenge your
customers with provocative design cues and
branding that simultaneously unnerve and delight.

Angel versus demon
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To do this successfully, brands need to be provocative and use shock tactics, says Pete Champion, director at
branding agency I-Am Associates. Consumers have become savvy to bland on-brand messages,’ he says. ‘Ask
people to live a little. Give them angel-versus-demon scenarios.’
Brands must also demonstrate to consumers that they understand their polarised behaviour, says Beth Bentley,
director of digital strategy at advertising agency Wieden + Kennedy, citing London gym brand Frame as a good
example. ‘It’s about exercise and alcohol. Its message is ‘keep fit, but we know you like to party’. Frame understands
that being fit and healthy is not exclusive, and doesn’t make you one type of consumer. In fact, the same person might
drink at weekends,’ she explains.
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Alchemy and über-science
Designers are creating small-batch elixirs and potions that hark back to a simpler time and play on the history of
alchemy. Design Academy Eindhoven graduate Sarah-Linda Forrer, for instance, looked to the ancient Egyptians and
their rituals to create Morphologies, a collection of skincare tools. Belgian studio Unfold also celebrated alchemy
through a collaboration with Barnabé Fillion for Maison et Objet to create The Peddler to heighten the ritual of perfumemaking.
At the other end of the spectrum, brands are introducing new technology-enabled products and services for
consumers who are embracing cutting-edge science.
One piece of technology to watch in the beauty retail arena is from facial recognition company ModiFace, which
launched its 3D Augmented Reality Makeup and Anti-Aging Beauty Mirror at CES International 2014. The mirror
simulates make-up products and shows customers how products such as eyeshadow and foundation will look on their
face.
Two opposing sets of tastemakers are driving the beauty industry. On one side are those with a fondness for the natural
and artisanal, and on the other those that see technology as a kind of salvation, according to David Wiles, director of
Shine Communications, citing the agency’s Collision Culture trends report. ‘Their attitude rests on a willingness to
accept a degree of risk if new technology serves their needs,’ he says.
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Flexible retail
As consumers flit back and forth in their daily lives, retailers are increasingly taking a more flexible approach to store
planning to meet their changing demands. ‘Our clients are looking for versatile spaces. They want flexibility from a
retail environment that means they can change the offer at different times of the day,’ says Jim Whyte, senior insights
analyst at creative strategy agency Fitch.
He says this trend is prominent in the grocery and banking sectors as retailers need to cater for visitors during
downtime periods, such as the middle of the day, when they can introduce libraries, cafés or community centres.
‘Grocers are using more fixtures that are on wheels to move around the store, so an entire breakfast concept could be
on wheels just for use in the morning,’ he says, citing Dutch grocer Albert Heijn’s meal times approach to
merchandising as an effective example.
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Disturbia Dining
The world of fast-casual dining is also riding a wave of polarity, with 5:2 and flexitarian dieting enjoying an upsurge.
Restaurants are reflecting this trend with polarised interiors that both delight and unsettle consumers.
‘For Chilango we created a healthy but provocative interior where you can get a gourmet street burrito, and if you
spend time inside the restaurant, there is a playful, dark touch via Day of the Dead graphics and contemporary art to
remind customers of the brand’s Mexican roots,’ says I-Am’s Champion. ‘This type of fast-casual dining is like a moral
inversion of good versus bad,’ he says. Eat the food and soak up the relevance of the art.
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Brand extremists
Brands are incorporating extreme cues in store design in other sectors, pitting pleasure against pain and creating new
spaces for contemplation in busy urban environments.
Fetishism and surrealism inspired the McQ flagship store in London, which couples brutalism with boudoir, according
to David Collins Studio, the design agency behind the concept.
Elsewhere, Studio Toogood’s store installation for the London launch of Petit h for luxury brand Hermès featured blood
red interior design complete with meat hooks and dripping resin effects. The aesthetic would not have been out of place
in an abbatoir, but was in fact an ode to the French fashion label’s product line, which gives off-cuts of leather a new
lease of life. ‘The piece that caught my eye was a leather off-cut of a signature Hermès bag pattern,’ says designer
Faye Toogood. ‘The hide was a skeleton of the negative shapes left after the pattern cutters had cut the intricate
shapes. It was so inspiring to see such an established house finding beauty in the unexpected,’ she says.
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